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be ... in the State of Delaware? That head-dress? . . .
It did not seem possible that it could be . . „ but it was . .
a fez. On a Levantine head!
Now, you know, a fez! . . . Over the driver's shoulder, a
long way away up the straggling street that might be in
any old market town in England with lanky people on the
side-walks, their hands in their pockets chewing straws and
watching us pass!
I am, as it were, hypnotized by that scarlet patch approach-
ing me as we heave and roll between the old house-fronts.
Beneath the fez there develop, on the one shoulder, masses
of white. Goatskins, of course; on the other shoulder, baddish
scarlets, trying blues, obfusc yellowish patterns. It is one
of those Levantine fellows that we see on the Rade, strolling
along between the fezzed negro troops and the Catalans
and the Italians, in the hot sunlight beneath Puget's statue
of the Navigator—the Deity who helped me find the Life of
Raleigh after the Little English Girl had watched me lying
under the wheels of the camion in the Street of the Merchants.
. . . You see how it all weaves backwards and forwards.
It is extraordinary and mysterious. . . . And what does
it betoken? What sort of omen is it?
§
For they are mysterious and extraordinary, these fellows,
... I dare say they would be commonplace enough,
sordid tricksters if one really knew anything about them—
like the Yankee Pedlars we shall soon be reading about.
But one never gets the chance to. You cannot ask them
questions; if you did they would answer you with incom-
prehensible jargons. They are the commonest objects,
nevertheless, of our sea-shore.
They are said to lead the most miserable lives; sleeping
in the stinking bottoms of cellars; living on a handful of
beans; the slaves of unconscionable padrones^ who bring
them over in droves from Algiers or Morocco and send them
out into the sunlight covered with that ignoble and tawdry
junk that is now getting closer and closer to me.
They are said to be ... but they are undoubtedly . - .

